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CHAPTER ONE
Fact vs. Fraud — The Overprescribed  

Prostate Health Fraud!

There is fact…and then there 
is fraud.

➤	 FaCT: Half  of  all men over 
the age of  50 — about 22.7 
million in the United States 
and Canada combined — 
have an enlarged prostate.

➤	 FRaUD: In spite of  what the 
pharmaceutical companies 
would have you believe…
not everyone experiences 
troubling symptoms.

➤	 FaCT: In 2007, a total of  
$69.7 million was spent on 
marketing for Avodart® — and 
in 2008, the manufacturers of  
Flomax® spent a whopping 
$115 million on advertising.

➤	 FRaUD: According to 
Dr. John Santa, director 
of  the Consumer Reports 
Health Ratings Center, 
“We’ve seen advertising for 
this drug skyrocket, and as 
a result, Flomax® is now 
overprescribed.”
You read that correctly —  

he said overprescribed.

Yet this story has absolutely 
no legs in the mainstream media.  

Well…that shouldn’t be 
too surprising. After all, with 
mammoth drug companies each 

spending hundreds of  millions 
of  dollars on advertising via the 
mainstream media, reporters and 
“investigators” tend to look the 
other way. 

It’s quite possibly one of  the 
biggest frauds in medical history.

Listen…almost every man 
— if  you live to the age of  70 or 
older — will eventually develop an 
enlarged prostate.

But that doesn’t mean you 
should resign yourself  to a 
crippling sentence of  expensive 
prescription drugs…or disfiguring 
surgery!

Did you know — as an aside 
— that a Flomax® 
prescription costs as 
much as $246 per 
month? That’s 
nearly $3,000 
per year.

And 
there were 
11 million 
prescriptions 
written for 
Flomax in 2008.

I’ll do the math for 
you — at $3,000 per 

continued, please turn…
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year, that’s $33 billion in  
new prescriptions written in  
just one year!

No wonder this drug’s 
“dealers” want to get you 
hooked…once your doctor signs 
his name, you become a very 
lucrative new customer!

The most important thing 
you can do — starting right 
now — to avoid becoming a 
victim of  this fraud is take 
a few simple, proactive 
steps toward managing your 
prostate health.

The big drug companies don’t 
want you to know this, but…

It is possible — using an 
all-natural solution — to enjoy 
optimum prostate health. 

By incorporating one all-
natural formulation I’m about 
to show you into your daily 
health regimen, you can achieve 
all of  these goals — and more 
— without a $3,000-a-year 

prescription…
➤	Eliminate those 

frustrating late-
night races to the 
bathroom…

➤	Stop dribbling…and 
start peeing with 
the same force 
you had 20 
years ago…

➤	Regain your 
energy — and 
the sex drive you used to have: 
your wife will wonder where 
you’ve found so much energy

			➤	And best of  all… you’ll
       avoid painful — and 

potentially dangerous — 
surgery.

Let me show 
     you what  

I mean…

   Better than 
Prosta-Max…
more beta-sitosterol.   
More reasonably  
priced than Prosta- 
Max.  Easier to swallow than  
Prosta-Max.  No sharp lines on 
the side of the pill.

                                  ~ B. R., Tustin, CA

“

”
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CHAPTER TWO
The All-Natural Prostate Health Discovery  

that Could Change Your Life
Dozens of clinical trials confirm  

the power of this discovery

For years, men have had 
only one choice when  

seeking an all-natural prostate 
solution — Saw Palmetto.

And according to the  
American Academy of  Family 
Physicians, “Saw Palmetto is an 
effective treatment for  
the symptoms of  BPH.” 

BPH, of  course, is short for  
Benign Prostatic Hypertrophy 
— the “technical” name for an 
enlarged prostate.

The American Academy of  
Family Physicians also said that 
saw palmetto is “better toler-
ated” and “less expensive” 
than popular prostate medications 
commonly prescribed by  
physicians. 

Now that sounds great —  
and there’s no question that saw 
palmetto can be an important 
part of  maintaining optimum 
prostate health.

But here’s the thing…
The discovery I’m writing 

you about today was found to 
be 3,000 times stronger than 
Saw Palmetto!

This amazing discovery is 
Beta-sitosterol (pronounced 

BAY-tah SIGHT-oh-STAIR-all) 
— and I’ll show you why I’m 
convinced this is the single most 
important male health discovery 
of  our generation.

So what is Beta-sitosterol?
It’s actually a “plant alcohol” 

that is found — in trace amounts 
— in many of  the grains and 
vegetables we eat every day.  

But when taken in concentrated 
form…the results are astounding.

Dozens of  clinical trials have 
confirmed that Beta-sitosterol — 
which has been used by men in 
Europe for years — is both safe…
and highly effective.

Take a look…
➤	The Journal of  the American 

Medical Association reviewed 
31 years of  studies — involv-

continued, please turn…
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ing more than 2,900 men 
who were treated for BPH 
with strong extracts of  saw 
palmetto containing Beta-sito-
sterol. The conclusion? “The 
evidence suggests that Sere-
noa repens (saw palmetto) 
improves urologic symptoms 
and flow measures.” 

➤	Doctors at the Veterans Ad-
ministration in Minneapolis 
compared Beta-sitosterol to 
other natural supplements 
used for prostate health and 
concluded that Beta-sitosterol 
shows “the greatest  
efficacy” of  the substances 
they tested. 

➤	A British study — covering 
six months and more than 
200 men — concluded that 
“Significant improvement in 
symptoms and urinary flow 
parameters show the effect-
iveness of  beta-sitosterol in 
the treatment of  BPH.” 

➤	A U.S.-based study — span-
ning some 519 men — suf-
fering from BPH confirmed, 
“Beta-sitosterol improves 
urological symptoms.” 

➤	A six-week study on the ef-
fects of  Beta-sitosterol con-
ducted at the University of  
Brussels, Belgium concluded 
that “the quality of  life score, 
urinary flow rates, residual uri-
nary volume, and prostate size 
were found to be significantly 

improved after only 45 days 
of  treatment. After 90 days 
of  treatment, a majority of  
patients (88%) and treating 
physicians (88%) considered 
the therapy effective.” 
I’ve only listed a handful of  

the dozens of  clinical studies that 
testify to Beta-sitosterol’s power-
ful effect in promoting sustained 
prostate health.  

Simply put…this single 
discovery — one I call the most 
significant male health discovery 
of  our generation — gives you an 
all-natural solution for avoiding 
the Great Prostate Health Fraud!

So let me tell you how you 
can put this powerful discov-
ery to work for you as part of  a 
breakthrough new formulation 
that is now available…

Introducing… 
Prostate Defender: 

Your “Secret” to  
Maintaining a Healthy  

Prostate Without Expensive 
Prescription Drugs!

I’ll tell you right up front 
— the single most prominent 
ingredient in our new 
Prostate Defender 
is Beta-sitosterol.  

And with good 
reason.

Simply put… 
incorporating Beta-
sitosterol — with 
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our new Prostate Defender — 
into your daily health regimen 
will help you…
➤	Get a refreshing night’s 

sleep, as you’ll no longer 
have to endure multiple  
late-night bathroom trips…

➤	Pee with the same force you 
had 20 years ago — allow-
ing you to experience true 
relief…instead of  feeling like 
you need to go again just a 
few minutes later!

➤	Become a “tiger” in the 
bedroom again — yes, 
you read that correctly — as 
you’ll take advantage of  the 
sexual benefits associated 
with Beta-sitosterol, includ-
ing increased sex drive…
renewed energy…and  
better sexual performance!

➤	Perhaps most importantly — 
you’ll avoid painful surgery…
and steer clear of  The Great 
Prostate Health Fraud.  
The $3,000 per year you’ll 
save by avoiding prescription 
drugs is only the beginning.  
I’ll tell you more in just a bit 

about the other “hidden” costs 
associated with The Great 
Prostate Health Fraud.
But first, I need to tell you…

What Makes Prostate 
Defender Your Best Choice 

for Maintaining  
a Healthy Prostate

You see…it’s not just the  
fact that Prostate Defender 
gives you a potent daily supply  
of  Beta-sitosterol…

It’s the combination of  in-
gredients — each specifically 
selected for their prostate health 
benefits — that make Prostate 
Defender so powerful…
Ingredient #1: Beta-sitosterol 
— It’s the primary ingredient in 
Prostate Defender…the revolu-
tionary plant-derived sterol that 
was found to have the greatest 
efficacy of  all substances tested 
in one clinical trial! 
Ingredient #2: Zinc — studies 
have shown that zinc may play a 
role in helping shrink an enlarged 
prostate…

Avoid the Great Prostate Health Fraud!  
Prostate Defender is the All-Natural Alternative!

Best of all — You Can Try it Risk-Free!
    Try Prostate Defender with our “Best Deal” right now and you’ll receive a 
FREE gift worth $19.95…FREE shipping…and nearly $360 in yearly savings 
off the regular price.  And your order is backed by our one full year, 100% 
money-back guarantee! See page 23 to claim your FREE gift or call…

1-866-967-0648 right now.

continued, please turn…
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Prostate Defender Works for You —
Or You Pay Nothing!

    Prostate Defender includes Beta-sitosterol — the most important male 
health discovery of our generation. But even better…it’s guaranteed to work.
     Our 100% money-back guarantee means you’ll have one full year to return 
Prostate Defender — for any reason — if you’re less than satisfied.
                                                  See page 23 to claim your Risk-Free Trial or call…

1-866-967-0648 right now.

Ingredient #3: Selenium — 
essential for healthy prostate 
function…
Ingredient #4: Lycopene — 
recent studies have shown that 
lycopene promotes not only 
prostate health but heart health 
as well!
Ingredient #5: Saw Pal-
metto — For years, men have 
incorporated saw palmetto into 
their daily health regimen to 
help maintain optimum prostate 
health…and with good reason.  
Research has shown it to have a 
similar positive effect on prostate 
health as certain prescription 
medications — but it is “better 
tolerated” and “less expensive.”  

But there’s one more  

important thing you need to 
know about this powerful new,  
all-natural formula…

Prostate Defender comes 
in the form of  a softgel capsule.

That means it’s much easier 
for you to 
swallow…
and it’s 
easier for 
your body 
to absorb.

But 
don’t just 
take my word for it when it 
comes to the effectiveness of  
this powerful new formula — 
here what our customers have 
to say below…

“My doctor mentioned that my prostate seems to be enlarged.  
After tests that showed no cancer, I began taking Prostate 
Defender.  A few weeks later, my wife mentioned that she noticed 
that I am not getting up in the middle of the night as I used to  
when I needed to urinate.”                                                   ~ T.S., Norco, CA

“My husband’s functions returned to normal less than a  
week of taking Prostate Defender twice a day.  We highly 
recommend it!”                                                           ~ J. R., Calexico, CA
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CHAPTER THREE
Shocking Warning From The Mayo Clinic

Why Ignoring Your Symptoms Could be  
Extremely Dangerous

Let’s face it.
The immediate problems brought on by an enlarged prostate are…

well…they’re downright embarrassing.
I’m talking about…

➤	Frustrating trips to the restroom — with 
a weak, “dribbling” stream or a complete  
inability to urinate…

➤	Painful urination — in 
some cases with blood in  
your urine…

➤	Running to the restroom so frequently 
 that it’s impossible for others not to notice…

➤	Even a humiliating inability to get or 
maintain an erection.

So it’s no wonder many men choose to  
ignore their symptoms at first — rather than face 
a potentially uncomfortable trip to the doctor or 

pharmacy.
But to ignore your symptoms could be 
a grave mistake.

No less an authority than the 
Mayo Clinic has warned that — left 
untreated — an enlarged prostate, 
also known as BPH, can become 
potentially lethal. 

Left untreated, BPH can be-
come more than a nuisance — 

it can cause complications:

“Untreated prostate gland  

continued, please turn…
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enlargement can block the flow 
of urine out of the bladder  

and can cause bladder, urinary 
tract or kidney problems.”

Just how serious are these 
complications? Take a look…

➤	Sudden, sharp pain — 
known as Acute Urinary 
Retention (AUR) — coupled 
with a complete inability to 
urinate…

➤	Dangerous, painful infec-
tions and irritation caused by 
bladder stones — including 
blood in the urine and obstruc-
tion of  your urine flow…

➤	Permanent bladder dam-
age — caused by the bladder 
not emptying completely…

➤	Chronic kidney disease 
and permanent kidney 
damage — caused by 
frequent infections.

Now…if  left untreated for an 

extended period, your enlarged 
prostate will eventually leave you 
with just a handful of  options you 
wouldn’t wish on your worst enemy.

That’s because you could  
become a candidate for painful 
surgery — including all the  
potential complications involved.

“Of all of the options,  
surgery is the one most 
likely to leave you with  
erectile dysfunction.” 
Roughly 1.2 million men each 

year undergo surgery for their 
enlarged prostate. 

And as you might expect — 
we’re talking about an extremely 
painful procedure…involving a 
most sensitive area.

The most common surgical 
procedure is known as “TURP” 
(Transurethral Resection of  
the Prostate) — and it involves 
the surgeon passing instruments 
through the tip of  the penis… 
up through the urethra…into  
the bladder — and then “shaving 
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off” excess tissue from the prostate.
Ouch.
Of  course…you’ll need a  

catheter for several days following 
the procedure — and you can  
expect to see blood in your urine.

(Wait…this is a treatment?)
Additional side effects you can 

expect from surgery include…

•	 Urinary discomfort 
•	 Inability	to	control	urinary	flow
•	 Increased	risk	of	infertility	
•	 Increased	risk	of	erectile	 
dysfunction 

•	 And	urinary	incontinence

Now believe it or not…there’s another option available for treating 
your enlarged prostate that may actually be worse than painful surgery.

You could be sentenced to a lifetime of  prescription drugs. This 
is essentially a $3,000-per-year drain from your bank account as you 
become yet another victim of  The Great Prostate Health Fraud.

Let’s be honest: No one wants to wait until surgery or prescription 
drugs are the only option.

That’s why it’s so important you take a decisive first step toward 
maintaining a healthy prostate — right now — by making our  
Prostate Defender formulation a part of  your daily health 
regimen!

Say Goodbye to Painful — 
And Embarrassing — Symptoms!

     Let Prostate Defender provide a powerful, all-natural solution to 
optimum prostate health… and eliminate those nightly “races” to the bath-
room — along with the other painful symptoms of an enlarged prostate.
    And with Prostate Defender…you’re avoiding the high cost — and 
dangerous side effects — or prescription drugs!

Best of all…Prostate Defender is guaranteed to work.

1-866-967-0648 right now.

continued, please turn…
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CHAPTER FOUR
Say Goodbye to Embarrassing Symptoms — 

and Expensive Treatment!
     How to Feel More Energized —  
Both in and Out of the Bedroom

No question about it — the 
symptoms most commonly asso-
ciated with an enlarged prostate 
are not only frustrating…they’re 
also downright embarrassing.

But as you age…your 
chances of  experiencing these 
symptoms rise dramatically…

By the time you reach age 
50, you have a better-than-50% 
chance of  experiencing symp-
toms of  an enlarged prostate… 

As you approach age 80, that 
number soars all the way to 90% 
— meaning you’re almost guar-
anteed to have to face this reality 
at some point in your lifetime.

And it’s often a painful, infuri-

ating reality — one where you’re 
faced with…
•	 An	exhausting	loss	of	energy
•	 Complete	loss	of	sex	drive	
•	 Difficulty	getting	and	 
maintaining	an	erection

•	 Maddening	trips	to	the	
restroom	—	where	your 
“dribbling”	or	weak	stream 
	leaves	you	more	frustrated	 
than	ever

•	 Painful	—	and	sometimes	
bloody	—	urination

•	 Weeks	filled	with	sleepless	
nights	—	thanks	to	frequent	
“races”	to	the	bathroom	in	the	
middle	of	the	night.

Listen — we’re not only  
talking about your prostate health 
here.

We’re dealing with your sex 
life…your overall well-being…
and, quite simply, your manhood.

That’s why it’s so important 
that you’re proactive when it 
comes to your prostate health.   
As no less an authority than the 
Mayo Clinic has warned — your 
embarrassing symptoms could 
lead to serious health complica-
tions if  left untreated.
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So take the first step — today 
— by making an intelligent,  
proactive decision to help improve 
your chances of  sustained  
prostate health.

Our Prostate Defender 
formulation contains the power  
of  Beta-Sitosterol — the 
breakthrough discovery that’s 
more than 3,000 times stronger 
than past natural solutions.

Within just a few days of  taking 
Prostate Defender, you could be-
gin to feel rejuvenated as you start 
getting complete, restful nights of  
sleep — no more nights filled with 
a race to the bathroom every hour!

You may also feel more con-
fident as you no longer have to 
worry about “performance anxiety” 
or a weak, dribbling stream when 
visiting a crowded restroom.

But because your prostate 
is actually a sex organ, you 
may begin to experience 
some very satisfying “extra” 
benefits as well — including 
increased stamina…a 
surge in sexual desire…

and an improvement in overall 
sexual performance!  

Like I said — when you’re  
talking about prostate health…
you’re really talking about your 
manhood.

And I know you don’t want  
to take any chances with that — 
especially when the potential  
consequences could involve 
painful, terrifying surgery…or a 
lifetime of  spending thousands per 
year on costly prescription drugs.

One more thing — when it 
comes to those prescription drugs, 
it’s important to remember that 
the money being sucked out of  
your wallet is only a small part of  
the cost. Here’s what I mean…

continued, please turn…

Avoid the Great Prostate Health Fraud  
Prostate Defender is the All-Natural Alternative!

Best of all — You Can Try it Risk-Free!
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CHAPTER FIVE
The “Hidden” Cost of   

The Great Prostate Health Fraud!
Why are These Dangerous Side Effects

 Being Swept Under the Rug?

I’ve already told you about the 
staggering costs associated with 
the prescription drugs — many 
of  which I’m sure you’ve seen 
on television — that deal with an 
enlarged prostate.

But that cost — as high as 
$3,000 per year in the case of  
Flomax — is actually just the 
beginning.

You see…these prescription 
drugs come with a “hidden cost” 
in the form of  dangerous side 
effects.  

And there’s no way you can 
catch them all in the fine print  
of  a magazine ad…or as they’re 
being glossed over in a slick  
television commercial.

But here’s just a partial list of  
the side effects associated with 
three of  today’s most popular 
prescription BPH drugs:
•	 Inability	to	have	an	erection
•	 Decreased	sex	drive
•	 Breast	enlargement	and/or	

swelling
•	 Abnormal	ejaculation	 

and/or	fertility	issues
•	 Diarrhea
•	 Dizziness,	headaches	and	 

fatigue
•	 Back	pain
•	 Sore	throat
•	 Upper	respiratory	tract	 

infection
Like I said…that list was com-

piled from the advertisements for 
those drugs — the manufacturers 
are legally obligated to tell you 
about every one of  them.

But there are still more that 
wind up in print much larger than 
what you see in those colorful 
ads — in some cases, they make 
headlines:

       “Study Reiterates Eye Risks 
Linked to Flomax” 

                     ~ U.S. News & World Report
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    “Drug for enlarged prostate  
can cause complications after 
cataract surgery”

                     ~ CBC News, Canada 

According to published 
reports, men who take Flomax 
face more than double the risk 
for serious complications should 
they need cataract surgery.

But there’s more.
According to the 

New York Times, even 
if  you’re prescribed 
one of  these “miracle 
drugs” for your en-
larged prostate…

There’s nearly a 
one-in-three chance 
that you’ll stop using it 
within 12 months!

Why?
Because of  the adverse side 

effects…or because it simply 
isn’t working!

       “30 percent of patients  
discontinue alpha-blocker  
medication for their B.P.H. 
within the first 12 months  

due to adverse side effects or 
nonresponse.”

               ~ New York Times 

       “Flomax is just the latest 
in a series of drugs promoted 
as blockbusters that, in fact, 
create more sticker shock than 
anything else.”   
              ~ Consumer Reports 

Don’t be fooled 
by the drug com-
panies’ hype — 
and don’t fall  
victim to The 
Great Prostate 
Health Fraud.

Instead of  
taking drugs that 
come with  
staggering costs…

dangerous side effects…and 
may not even work…

Why not instead turn to an 
all-natural solution designed to 
take advantage of  the greatest 
male health discovery of  our 
generation: Prostate Defender!

Prostate Defender Works for You —
Or You Pay Nothing!

     Prostate Defender includes Beta-sitosterol — the most important male 
health discovery of our generation. But even better…it’s guaranteed to work.
     Our 100% money-back guarantee means you’ll have one full year to return 
Prostate Defender — for any reason — if you’re less than satisfied.
                                                  See page 23 to claim your Risk-Free trial or call…

1-866-967-0648 right now.

continued, please turn…
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CHAPTER SIX
Take Advantage of  the Safe, All-Natural 
Solution for Optimum Prostate Health!

How You Can Put the Greatest Male Health Discovery  
of Our Generation to Work for YOU — Risk-Free!

Thanks to the “miracle” of  
Beta-sitosterol, there’s now an 
all-natural alternative to The 
Great Prostate Health Fraud…

It’s Prostate Defender.
The evidence — as this report 

details — is overwhelming…
•	 The	symptoms	associated	with	

an	enlarged	prostate	are	both	
painful and embarrassing…

•	 The	Mayo	Clinic	warns	that	—	
left	untreated	—	those	symp-
toms	could	lead	to	potentially	
catastrophic long-term health 
complications…

•	 Surgery for BPH is painful — 
and	comes	with	serious	risks	 
of complication…

•	 And	prescription	drugs	carry	
exorbitant price tags… 
dangerous side effects… 
and less-than-stellar rates of 
effectiveness.

Your choice is clear —  
Prostate Defender is your 
safe, all-natural solution to  
maintaining a healthy prostate.

Best of  all — when you try 
our Prostate Defender form-
ulation, you not only get the 

clinically proven health benefits 
of  Beta-sitosterol…you also get 
the added power of  the other 
ingredients I described for you in 
Chapter 2.

And what’s more — Prostate 
Defender comes in a conve-
nient, softgel form…making it 
easier for you to swallow, and 
easier for your body to digest.

But that’s not all you get with 
Prostate Defender. You also 
receive…

My 100% Money-Back 
Guarantee:  

Prostate Defender 
Will Work for You  

Or You Pay Nothing!
I want to assure you — when 

you give Prostate Defender a 
try, you do so with absolutely  
no risk.

I absolutely insist that  
Prostate Defender will work for 
you — and I back that up with a 
100% money-back guarantee.

Here’s how it works: If  you’re 
not completely satisfied with the 
results you get from Prostate 
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Defender…simply return the 
unused portion within one full 
year of  your order — and I’ll 
refund every cent you paid  
(less shipping, of  course).

There’s no catch of  any kind 
— and no claim forms to fill out.

Simply send back the unused 
portion…and I’ll refund 100% of  
your purchase price.

Listen, I know that decisions 
related to your health — espe-
cially something as important 
as your prostate — are vitally 
important.

I’m absolutely convinced you’ll 
be thrilled with the results you 
see after just a few weeks of   
taking Prostate Defender…

continued, please turn…

Say Goodbye to Painful — 
And Embarrassing — Symptoms!

Call 1-866-967-0648 right now!
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that’s why I’m more than happy 
to assume 100% of  the risk!

Give Prostate Defender 
a Try Today and Receive  

a FREE Gift Worth $19.95
In addition to our iron-clad, 

100% money-back guarantee,  
I’d like to offer one more “bonus” 
as a thank-you for ordering.

MEGA-JEN is an exciting 
little pill that will help you  
once again enjoy the sexual  
power and stamina of  a 20 year 
old! Imagine always feeling 

robust and vital — so you can do 
anything you want — even well 
into your 70’s, 80’s and 90’s!!

With great care, we’ve  
harnessed 26 of  the most 
powerful vitamins and min-
erals to create a combination 
that will provide you with all the  
health-enhancing and disease  
prevention benefits you desire. 

From A to Z — our exclu-
sive formula is one of  the most 
complete daily supplements 
available.  For your added  
benefit, we also combined 12 
powerful sexual enhancement 

herbs to help restore libido, 
build stronger, larger, 

more powerful  
erections and help  
you sustain your 
sexual encounters 
for a longer lasting, 

more pleasurable  
experience.  
You AND your  
partner will 
love it!

Avoid the Great Prostate Health Fraud!  
Prostate Defender is the All-Natural Alternative!

Best of all — You Can Try it Risk-Free!
    Try Prostate Defender with our “Best Deal” right now and you’ll receive a 
FREE gift worth $19.95…FREE shipping…and nearly $360 in yearly savings 
off the regular price.  And your order is backed by our one full year, 100% 
money-back guarantee! See page 23 to claim your FREE gift or call…

1-866-967-0648 right now.
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A one-month supply of  MEGA-JEN is yours FREE when you take 
advantage of  our Automatic Product Shipment Program — 
or simply order a three-month supply of  Prostate 
Defender — as my way of  saying “thanks.”

I realize — and I know you do, too — that you’ve 
worked too hard for your money to throw it away as 
part of  The Great Prostate Health Fraud…

And your own health is far too important to risk 
dangerous side effects or painful, complex surgery.

Prostate Defender offers you…
➤	A safe, all-natural solution to maintaining a 

healthy prostate…
➤	A superior alternative to expensive — and risky — prescription 

drugs…
➤	Plus — Prostate Defender costs less than one-sixth what you 

would pay for prescription drugs…and at just a little more than $1 
per day, it’s less expensive than your daily cup of  coffee!

➤	And best of  all — it’s absolutely risk-free for you to try it right now.
Just call toll-free 1-866-967-0648 — or fill out the Risk Free Trial 

Certificate on page 23 — to place your order right now.
 Yours in good health,

 Richard Glenn
   Director of  Research, Jenasol

P.S.  Remember — more than 50% of  all men 
over the age of  50 are forced to deal with 
the realities of  an enlarged prostate.  Take a 
simple, proactive step — today — to main-

tain optimum prostate health by order-
ing a Risk-Free supply of  Prostate 

Defender.  You’ll receive a FREE 
gift — valued at $19.95 — with your 
three-month supply…and you have 
one full year to make absolutely cer-
tain you’re thrilled with our product!  

Call 1-866-967-0648 or fill out the 
Risk-Free Trial Certificate on page  
23 today!
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With Prostate 
Defender You Will:

➤	Get a refreshing 
night’s sleep

➤	Stop your weak 
urine flow and 
end the dripping!

➤	Become a 
“tiger” in the 
bedroom again

➤	Pee with the 
same force you 
had 20 years ago

➤	Improve your 
mood, attitude, 
and sense  
of well-being!

➤	Avoid painful — 
and potentially 
dangerous — 
surgery! 
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Put Prostate Defender 
to the test for

ONE FULL YEAR
If you’re not completely satisfied,  

we’ll send you back every cent!

Prostate Defender is the safe, all-natural solution to 
maintaining a healthy prostate.

There were 11 million new prescriptions written for 
Flomax in 2008 alone — and each comes with an annual 
price tag of  $3,000.

Yet the Director of  the Consumer Reports Health Ratings 
Center said this drug is now “overprescribed”…and creates 
“more sticker shock than anything else.”

But you don’t need to get caught up in The Great 
Prostate Health Fraud.

Instead, you can take advantage of  most significant 
male health discovery of  our generation: Beta-sitosterol.

What’s more — our power-packed Prostate Defender 
formulation comes in softgel form…so it’s easy for you to 
swallow…and easy for your body to digest.

Best of  all — you can rest easy 
when you order Prostate Defender, 
as it comes with an iron-clad, 100% 
money-back guarantee.  

If  you’re not completely satisfied 
— for any reason at all — within one 
full year of  your order, simply return 
the unused portion for a full refund 
(less S&H) — no questions asked!

So why wait?  Turn to page 23 
now, fill out the Risk-Free Trial  
Certificate and mail it in today!
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Our FREE APS program is the cheapest, easiest and most convenient 
way to make sure you’re never without a fresh supply of Prostate 
Defender .

Because not only will we automatically send you a new, 3-month  
supply of Prostate Defender right before you run out (about three 
months after today’s order), but you’ll also lock in at the extra-low price 
of just $109.96 for a 3-month supply.  Plus…shipping and handling is 
always FREE on every delivery as part of the APS program!

That’s a combined savings of nearly $360 a year off the regular 
price.

Simply check off the box for APS on the  
attached order certificate on page 23, make sure 
you pay with your credit card, and we’ll take care of 
the rest.  No more checks to write, no more order 
forms to fill out — and you save a ton of money!

Of course, you’re still protected by our one full 
year RISK-FREE money-back guarantee…and you 
can call to cancel the APS program at any time, 
without penalty. 

So don’t wait.  See page 23 now, select the  
Automatic Product Shipment Program option,  
and mail in your RISK-FREE Trial Certificate today!
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Take Advantage of  
Our Best Deal!

Save nearly $360 a year when you enroll in our  
FREE Automatic Product Shipment (APS) Program!

EaSY ORDER OPTION NO. 1:
FOR FaSTEST SERVICE CaLL TOLL-FREE 1-866-967-0648

EaSY ORDER OPTION NO. 2:
FaX THIS FORM TO  1-800-920-5890

EaSY ORDER OPTION NO. 3:
MaIL THIS FORM IN THE ENCLOSED POSTaGE-PaID ENVELOPE TO:  

Jenasol • P.O. Box 1051 • Fort Erie, ON • L2A 6C7



PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

Name ____________________________________________ Promo Code: ________________________

Address ______________________________________________________________________________

City/Province/Postal Code ________________________________________________________________

Phone _______________________________________________________________________________

Email _________________________________________________________________________________

❏	Tick box if you do not wish to receive future offers.  Please allow up to 3 weeks for delivery.#

METHOD OF PAYMENT 
❏	Enclosed is my check, bank draft, or money-order for *$______ made payable to JENASOL.   
❏	Bill my credit card:     ❏	VISA    ❏	MasterCard   

Card No.              

Expiry Date  _____/_____    Signature ________________________________

Prostate DefenDer risk-free trial CertifiCate
Reply right now and Claim Your FREE Gift Worth $19.95!

YES!I want to try Prostate Defender.  I’ll take full advantage of this 
all-natural “secret” to maintaining a healthy prostate — and I’ll also 

avoid becoming victim to the Great Prostate Health Fraud! I understand that I have one full 
year to put Prostate Defender to the test, and if I am unhappy for any reason, I can send 
back the unused portion for a full refund (less S&H) — no questions asked.

✓

q Best Deal! – I SaVE NEaRLY $360 a YEaR!  Lock me into your 
lowest price, a total of just $109.96* for a 3-month supply of Prostate Defender, by 
enrolling me in your FREE	Automatic	Product	Shipment	(APS)	Program.  I’ll also receive 
a FREE 1-month supply of MEGA-JEN — a $19.95 value — to go along with my first 
order!  You’ll automatically charge my credit card and send me 3 new bottles of Prostate 
Defender about a week before I run out.  Shipping and handling is always free, and I can 
call to cancel the APS Program at any time.  (Credit card required.)  Item No. 1PD3

q Great Deal! – SAVE NEARLY $65! Send me a 3-month supply of Prostate 
Defender for only $114.97 plus $9.95 S/H — a total of $124.92*.  I’ll also receive a FREE 
1-month supply of MEGA-JEN — a $19.95 value — with my order!  Item No. 1PDH10

q Trial Supply – SAVE $15. Send me a 1-month supply of Prostate Defender 
for just $44.95 plus $9.95 S/H — a total of $54.90*.  Item No. 1PDH10

(Required for credit card orders.)

(In case we have a question about your order.)

(From yellow box on back cover.)

 (To receive special discounts, newsletters, and updates.)

* For your convenience, all pricing is listed and charged in Canadian dollars. Residents of NB, NL, NS, and ON,  
please add 8% PST/HST to your order.

(mo/yr)

WE PAY  THE GST FOR YOU
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